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Slayer Talents When you recover hit points, you can make the attack as an immediate action. You can't use this ability again until at least 1 minute has passed. Arcane Infiltration (requires a change or illusion scope) The actions required to maintain your glamers and werewolves through concentration decreases by one step. Chance Feat Killer can get any
chance of a feat that he is entitled to instead of a fighter talent. Combat Training (HB Killer's Con. Acquires Bonus Combat Talent. This talent can be taken up to three times, providing additional talent each time. Dim Mak You can use any melee weapon to inflict non-lethal damage without penalty if your goal is denied their Dexterity bonus to the AC. When
using this capability, the weapon is treated as if it also had a shadow after the weapon was upgraded. Flaying Slice (Ex) When you inflict accurate damage to the creature, you can open the wound, which allows you and your allies to more easily penetrate their flesh. When you successfully furtively attack the creature, you can spend up to half of your furtive
bone attack to reduce the creature's natural armor class by 1 for each death spent at least 0. You can do this several times with a few strokes. The loss of natural armor lasts until the creature heals at least 5 points of impact on the point of natural armor lost. Focused infiltration (requires The penetration of Arkan) When maintaining glamour through
concentration, you can treat your rogue level as High Custer levels for the purpose of determining duration. Know how to bleed (Ex) Exaggerating injuries, you can gain an edge in combat. Whenever you hit more than 20 points of hitting damage in one round, you can, until then end your next turn, feint as a quick action. Shadow Shaper Get a surreal feat.
Shadow Tools Get Shadowstuff Armament feat. Instead of making weapons, shields or armor, you can also make small functional tools out of the shadows to nullify the penalty for craft or disable device verification to use improvised tools. When using the tools provided by this feat get a bonus of 1 euro for the appropriate skills checks for every 5 levels of
rogue you possess. Slip Through (Su) You will learn to fit through gaps that should not keep you. You treat yourself as half your size (or one size smaller) with the aim of squeezing, fitting through narrow spaces with Escape Artist, and similar rules. At GM's discretion, you can also perform feats such as putting your hand under the door or sticking your finger
through the keyhole. At Slayer 10, you're self-aware your size (or two sizes smaller) rather than half. Slowing Down Strike (Su) Whenever you are dealing a sneak attack damaging the creature, which you can, as an immediate action, lead to the goal to become slowed down by round 1, as if they failed to keep the throw against the slow time sphere to
change the effect of time with the caster level equal to your class level level the class that provided you with this talent (it stacks with caster levels derived from other sources, usually when determining the overall level of the caster for this effect). You can spend a point spell when using this ability to allow it to last for a number of rounds equal to your effective
caster level. Stolen Blood (Su) Whenever you do exact damage to the creature, to the end of your next turn any point of impact that the creature recovers got away from you and not. The creature can do Will save with DC equals 10 and 1/2 of your rogue level and your Dex bonus to deny this effect. Edit Share The Slayer is a class in Pathfinder: Kingmaker.
Described by a skilled tracking target, slayers are unrivalled hunters living for the chase and the deadly blow that brings it to an end. The killer spends most of his time honing his weapons skills, studying the habits and anatomy of enemies, and practicing combat maneuvers. Gameplay Role: The Killer is elusive, and it's good to find the right time and place to
hit. A combination of deadly talents of rangers and crooks, the ability of the fighter is all about getting into battle, dealing with a goal and then coming back again. Alignment: Anyone. Hit Die: d10. Skills rank to level: 3 and 1/2 Int modifier. Class Skills: Athletics, Mobility, Stealth, Knowledge (World), Lore (Nature), Perception, Persuasion. Archetypes Vanguard
Deliverer Spawn Slayer Table: Slayer Level BAB Saves Special Fort Ref Will 1st +1 +2 +2 +0 Studied target 2nd +2 +3 +3 +0 Slayer talent 3rd +3 +3 +3 +1 Sneak attack +1d6 4th +4 +4 +4 +1 Slayer talent 5th +5 +4 +4 +1 2nd studied target 6th +6/+1 +5 +5 +2 Slayer talent, sneak attack +2d6 7th +7/+2 +5 +5 +2 Studied target (swift) 8th +8/+3 +6 +6 +2
Slayer talent 9th +9/+4 +6 +6 +3 Sneak attack +3d6 10th +10/+5 +7 +7 +3 3rd studied target, advanced talents, slayer talent 11th +11/+6/+1 +7 +7 +3 12th +12/+7/+2 +8 +8 +4 Slayer talent, sneak attack +4d6 13th +13/+8/+3 +8 +8 +4 Slayer's advance 1/day 14th +14/+9/+4 +9 +9 +4 Quarry , Fighter Talent 15th No 15 / No 10 / No 5 No 9 No 9 No 5 4th
studied the target, furtive attack No 5d6 16th No 16 / 11 / 6 / 1 No 10 No 10 No 5 Slay Talent 17th No17 / No 12 / 7 / No 2 No 10 No 10 No. 5 Slayer advance 2 / day 18th No 18 / 13 / 8 / No 3 No 11 No 11 No 6 Slayer talent, Furtive Attack No.6d6 19th No 19 / 14 / 9 / No 4 No 11 No 11 No 6 Improved quarry 20th No 20 / 20 / 15 / 10 / No 5 No 12 No 12 No 6
5th study goal, Fighter Talent, Master Killer Class Features Weapons and Armor Profession Killer Owns All Simple and Combat Weapons and with light armor, medium armor and shields (except tower shields). The Killer's target can study an enemy he can see as a stroke. The killer then receives a bonus of 1 euro for the assault using and the damage done
to it. DCs of slayer class abilities against this opponent increase by 1. If a fighter strikes a covert target, it studies that target, allowing apply the studied target bonuses against this target (including to the usual roll of damage to the weapon). At the 5th, 10th, 15th and 20th levels, bonuses on weapons attack rolls, damage rolls and fighter DCs against the target
studied increase by 1. At level 7, a fighter can study an enemy as a move or a quick action. Starting from level 2 and every 2 levels after that, the killer gets one fighter talent. Unless otherwise stated, the killer cannot choose individual talent more than once. Slayer can take rogue talents as killer talents, considering him a level killer as a rogue level. After
level 2, the killer can choose a ranger combat style (such as archery or two combat weapons) and gets a combat feat from the first list feat of this style. He can choose feats from his chosen style of combat, even if he does not have normal prerequisites. After level 6, he can pick that talent again and add level 6 ranger combat exploits from his chosen style to
the list. After level 10, he can pick that talent again and add level 10 ranger combat exploits from his chosen style to the list. Sneak Attack If a character can catch an opponent when he is unable to defend himself effectively from her attack, it can hit a vital spot for additional damage. The character's attack does extra damage anytime its target is stripped of
the Dexterity bonus to ac (whether the target actually has a Dexterity bonus or not), or when the character flanks its target. This additional damage is 1d6 and increases to 1d6 at later levels. This additional damage is the accuracy of the damage and is not multiplied by a critical impact. The character should be able to see the goal well enough to pick a vital
spot and should be able to reach such a place. Advanced Talents After Level 10, the character can choose one of the advanced rogue talents instead of the talent fighter. Slayer's Advance On the 13th level, the killer can increase the speed of movement by 30 feet once a day, and his movement does not provoke attack capabilities. On the 17th level, he can
do it twice a day. A quarry at the 14th level, a fighter can, as a standard action, designate one target within its line of sight as its quarry. He receives a bonus of 2 pounds for attacks made against his career, and all critical threats are automatically confirmed. A character can have no more than one career at a time. Improved career at the 19th level, the
character's ability to hunt his quarry is improving. Now he can choose a career as a free agent, and his understanding of the bonus of attacking his career increases to 4 pounds. Master Slayer on the 20th level, the fighter becomes a master at capturing or killing his studied targets. In the Standard action, he can make one attack against the studied target on
his full attack bonus. If the attack fails, the target damages and must succeed in the resilience of keeping quitting or dying. The DC for this conservation is a 10th and 1/2 level fighter and a modifier of the fighter's intelligence. Regardless of whether the target succeeds, it cannot be aimed at this ability again (any fighter) within 24 hours. The contents of the
Lore Classes community are available in accordance with CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. I support a limited subset of Pathfinder content. If you want to help with Pathfinder player options not covered here, please email me and I am happy to provide additional assistance. RPGBOT uses a color coding scheme that has become common among
Pathfinder build guides. Also note that many colored items also refer to Paizo SRD. Red: Bad, useless options, or options that are extremely situational. Orange: OK options, or useful options that only apply in rare cases of Green: Good options. Blue: Fantastic options are often needed to feature your character. Rogue talents define the Rogue in much the
same way as the exploits of the define fighter. Talents give you plenty of room to customize your rogue, and provide some great reasons to stay one rogue class. In - Talents marked with an asterisk add effects to a hidden rogue attack. Only one of these talents can be applied to an individual attack, and a decision must be made before the list of attacks is
made. Talents Of the Deadly Range (Ex): Potentially useful for archery builds. Foil Scrutiny: Very situational. Eating poison (Ex): Poison is a complex topic, but if you plan to use it, it's necessary. Ranger Combat Style (Ex): Combat styles are one of the best features of the Ranger class, and getting to take as much or as little fighting style as you want is great.
See my Ranger Combat Style Breakdown for help in choosing a fighting style. Rogue Talent (Varies): You can choose from a subset of Rogue/Ninja talents. Bleeding Attack (Ex): Bleeding effects are always tempting but rarely worth it. This may be useful for hit-and-run attacks, but you'd be better served by direct killing someone rather than waiting them to
bleed to death. At higher levels, bleeding damage can become very scary, but rapid healing and regeneration are becoming more common. camouflage (Ex): Highly situational. Combat Trick: An additional combat feat can be very useful for many builds, but Ranger Combat Style Talent is the best option in most cases. Fast Stealth (Ex): This may be useful
for penetration and exploration, but if you're sneaky enough you shouldn't have trouble moving at half speed. Sophistication rogue: If you plan to use a weapon it's a good way to get it. Firearms Training (Ex): If you want to use a firearm, this is the way to do it with Slayer. Unfortunately, there is no Ranger Combat Style for firearms, but the archery style can
give you some significant feats. Grit (Ex): Actually two feats for talent. If you use firearms at all, it is necessary. Hard Hard Fool (Ex): Rerolls are great, but it's very situational. Durable poison (Ex): The biggest problem with poison is the cost. This doubles your mileage with poisons, but compounds the problem of low DCs. If you plan to use poison, definitely
consider this. Powerful Sneak (Ex): This applies -2 fine. and only increases your damage from 3.5 to 3.6. It's a rounding error, not an ability. Rogue Crawl (Ex): If you are prone, you are in serious trouble. The best use is to take this 5-foot step/crawl and then stand as an action move. Slow Reactions (Ex): I can't think of a common case where Slayer will
benefit from this. Snap Shot (Ex): You don't need to go first as much as Rogue does, but if you really want to go first Improved Initiative and high agility will be a better investment. Eye Sniper (Ex): Get an improved accurate shot instead. If you're focused on range, you're going to want it. Surprise Attack (Ex): This can help you sneak attack during an
unexpected round, but your Sneak Attack damage isn't the only option, so you don't need it. Swift Poison (Ex): Poison is a tough mechanic and you tend to want to plan your poisons in advance, so applying them in combat shouldn't happen enough to justify this talent if you plan on pouring gold on enemies until they die. Terrain Mastery (Ex): Terrain favors
is one of the Ranger's worst abilities. Spotter Trap (Ex): This saves you trouble constantly looking back at the traps. Involuntary Ally (Ex): Great for two-weapons fighting builds in situations with multiple enemies. Unfortunately, you can only use this for the same purpose once a day. It is usually an extended talent for robbers. Weapon Training: Weapon
Focus is a small attack bonus, but it's good for two-weapons fight builds. Strike slowdown (ex): Situational. Trapfinding: Instantly replace Rogue. Advanced Talents Murder (Ex): Significantly better than the attack of a killer's death. Don't forget that the goal you've studied adds to DC. Rogue and Ninja Advanced Talents: You can choose from a subset of
Rogue/Ninja talents. Deadly Sneak (Ex): It feels good, but statistically useless. The average roll on the d6 is 3.5, and if you make 1s and 2s in 3s, your average roll varies from 3.5 to 4. Dodging (Ex): Dodging is fantastic on any character Hunter Surprise (Ex): Once a day, until the end of your turn, you get Sneak Attack people not actually working on it. As
good as Sneak Attack is, Slayer's Sneak Attack damage just isn't high enough to justify it. Knock-out Blow (Ex): Mostly Murder, but you knock the goal undisputed rather than kill them. Master of Disguise (Ex): Buy a camouflage hat. On this level Insignificant. Slayer Camouflage (Ex): Why would you waste talent on favored Terrain? Woodland Stride (Ex):
Very situational. Situational. Situational. slayer talents pathfinder kingmaker. best slayer talents pathfinder. pathfinder slayer rogue talents
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